
Vision- The Media and Publications Society

About the Society: Initiated with the aim of giving Hansarians a platform to

showcase their talents, Vision today is a well-known name in the college

with a loyal following. Being the media society of the college, we not only

cover college events diligently but also bring first-hand information to the

students at the earliest. Vision also proudly publishes ‘Hansvision’- Hansraj

College’s Official Newsletter, biannually. Additionally, it enables the youth to

put forward their voice freely and without fear. Vision wishes to give a

kickstart to the future journalists by giving them the right exposure at the

college level itself.

Convener name: Dr. VIJAY KUMAR MISHRA

Student members (wih positions held ):

1) Naba Ali – Co President

2) Isha Garg – Co President

3) Thukaram Reddy – Vice President

4) Mohd. Saquib – General Secretary

5) Vishesh – Joint Secretary

6) Bhavyadeep – Treasurer



Report of EVERY EVENT/workshop/seminar organized/participated in
the Academic Year 20-21 (Chronology: latest to oldest) in the
following lay out:

Event 1:

❖ SCINTILLA- The Annual Fest of Vision

Vision successfully organized the first edition of ‘SCINTILLA- The Annual

Fest of Vision'. The three-day event saw some very interesting and

meaningful events.

Day 1: Gnosis: The Pop-Culture Quiz

Attracted a lot of pop-culture maniacs to show their wit and knowledge of

books, web series and films. It was a virtual delight crammed with

incredible spirit of inquisitiveness, and umpteen Eureka moments. Soumya

and Pranava Dhar were declared winners after four rounds based on

pounce-bounce scheme of quizzing. The winning team received a

certificate and cash prize of ₹1000 and the first runner-up received

certificate and ₹500.

Day 2: Vimarsha: Panel Discussion on the Topic - “Transformation-

Awakening the Souls of the Young minds”

The event had four insightful speakers who talked about various aspects

related to spirituality. The esteemed panel included Ms Laxmi Devi- a

trained Spiritual coach, Mr Aditya Nath- author of Awaken your Soul-print,

musician and instrumentalist Mr Shivpreet Singh along with Hansraj alumni

Ms Shaurya Gahlawat, who is also a practicing psychologist. The panel

discussion was moderated by Naba Ali on behalf of Team Vision. The event



saw meaningful talks on how spirituality is a way of life and transcends the

boundaries of religion; college is the best age to start with spirituality; in the

rat race of the modern world, we become negligent of other aspects of our

existence and so on. Topics like stress, balance in life and well-being were

discussed at great lengths during the session.

Day 3: MARCONIX: The RJ Competition

It saw enthusiastic participation from students all over DU. Judged by the

very popular RJ Sam and RJ Roshan, the event saw the best creative links

presented on the given impromptu topics. The RJs commented on the fine

skills and provided valuable constructives to the budding RJs. They also

thanked and applauded the efforts of Hansraj College and Vision Society.

Scintilla was indeed a visionary fest which saw an enthusiastic participation

in a plethora of interesting, meaningful and varying activities

❖ Event 2: ‘Cultivating Entrepreneurial Mindset’ with Ashutosh
Burnwal.

A webinar on 'Cultivating Entrepreneurial Mindset' was organised by Vision-

The media and publication society of Hansraj College on September 18,

2020. The co-founder of Buddy4study.com, Mr Ashutosh Burnwal presided

the session. In a simple yet powerful session, Mr Ashutosh described his

journey as an entrepreneur. Buddy4study.com, a website that caters to the

need of students seeking knowledge of various scholarships, was born out

of the dire need to help students know about various scholarship

opportunities. He began the talk by pointing to our present age as the



'golden age' and throughout the interaction, he expanded on how college

life plays a vital role in helping us achieve our dreams. He also made a

mention of the four invisible kinds of capital that would help us in our

venture, viz. time capital, social capital, community capital and freedom

capital. Three fundamental units to build up a company, according to him,

are empathy, trust and purpose and he urged us to see an idea not as a

career but rather as an unsolved problem waiting to be solved. 

Towards the end of the session, all doubts and queries of the attendees

were addressed and resolved. Before ending the session, sir extended his

help to anyone who wished to become an entrepreneur. With the skills

required to become a successful entrepreneur laid out, the event turned out

to be a success.

❖ Event 3: 2-Day Long Film Festival Organised for Hansarians

Hopping Sparrows, a student-led DIY travelling film festival, organised an

online film festival in Hansraj college in collaboration with Haritima, Green

Warriors Club and Vision societies. The film festival spanned over 2 days -

12th and 13th September and explored the themes of ecological balance

and sustainable lifestyles. Ms Elizabeth Ike (from hopping sparrows) was

the presenter for the event. A lively discussion followed the screening on

both the days, with the presenter, Ms Elizabeth Ike patiently answering the

questions of the audience and provided the students with a chance to

clarify their doubts not only about the filming process and locations but also

about environmental issues. The students enjoyed the event thoroughly

and even expressed their delight. The event marked its end with a note of



thanks by Team Vision to the organisers as well as all the cinephiles who

graced the event. The much-awaited film festival proved to be a great

success, as well as a learning experience for the students. It was filled with

good movies, brilliant cinematography, knowledge and creativity.

❖ Event 4: Seminar with HRC Professor who Developed a potent

'Anti-Covid' Molecule

Vision- The Media and Publication Society of Hansraj College organised an

interactive interview session with Dr Brijesh Rathi (Assistant professor,

Dept. of Chemistry), the master-brain behind the potent

anti-SARS-CoV-2molecule. The session was held on the 8th of June 2020,

with over 70 participants via Google Meet. Questions regarding the

chemical composition, toxicity, and approach towards the research came

up from both students and faculty members and were addressed by Dr

Rathi, marking overwhelming interactive participation from the audience.

He was all praises for the Hansraj family, for their exceptional support and

motivation. He especially thanked the principal, Prof. Rama for having faith

in him. Few important tips and advice were also shared with the audience

on safeguarding themselves against the COVID-19 virus. Finally, both Dr

Brijesh Rathi and Prof. Rama, encouraged young minds to come up with

more ideas, imbibing a research-oriented approach. Vision is highly grateful

for the guidance of our esteemed principal, Prof. Rama and the constant

support of Dr Vijay Mishra, without whom the event wouldn’t have been

possible.



❖ Event 5: MARGDARSHAN - Face every challenge with courage

Vision hosted a lecture cum interactive session with Principal Prof. Rama,

via zoom on 1ST of July 2020. Professor Rama, Principal of Hansraj

College; Dr Vijay Kumar Mishra, Convenor of team Vision; Ms Alka Kacker

and Mr Animesh Naskar from Economics Department, Hansraj college,

were the panellists for the event. Dr Vijay initiated the discussion by talking

about the importance of ‘Margadarshan’ (Guidance) in the current situation.

This was followed by Rama ma’am’s motivational speech on how to stay

academically active in these unfortunate conditions, maintain a positive

outlook and deal with ‘exam fear’. Panellists, Ms Alka and Mr Animesh

proceeded with a question-and-answer session where they effectively

cleared all the queries of the meeting attendees, and also answered the

frequently asked questions regarding the open-book online exams. The

meeting concluded with a note of thanks by team Vision. It was indeed an

enlightening and interactive session.
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